MASSIVE NEW INVESTMENT IN GRASS SEED CLEANING AT JOHNSONS

A massive new grass seed cleaning plant, the only one of its type in the country, has been installed by Johnsons Seeds at their Boston headquarters.

Costing over £150,000, the new plant was designed, supplied and installed by a Danish manufacturer primarily for cleaning fescue seed but is equally capable of handling any other variety of grass seed.

Uncleaned seed is taken straight from bulk bins or sacks by a belt feed intake on the ground floor and conveyed to the top floor into a bulk holding bin. From there it passes into the pre-cleaner and on into a large screen cleaner and indented cylinders, with a special brushing machine incorporated in the flow line.

The seed then passes into the ‘cleaned seed’ hopper where it undergoes automatic sampling. Finally the seed moves in to the ‘weighing off’ machine and is then bagged, labelled and stitched as it passes along the slatted conveyor to be palletised.

Michael Goodliffe, Johnsons production director, said “The new plant is several times more efficient than previous equipment and has a greater capacity. This one will break down the ‘doubles’ and re-clean the ‘overs.”

NEW NATIONAL 84” PTO GANG MOWER FROM ALLEN

Built for users of compact tractors is the new National PTO driven triple mower: by Allen Power Equipment.

All that is needed is a minimum 15 PTO hp tractor unit hooked up to this high performance cutter and you are ready to mow an 84” swath at a rate of up to 3 acres per hour.

Equipped with a high efficiency drive system, heavy-duty right angle gear boxes and final belt drive engage/disengage the mowers via the PTO clutch.

Because the cylinders are belt driven there are no wheels to lock and scuff the turf, if a foreign object becomes jammed in the reel. With no outrigger wheels, cutting units reach out over kerbs and sand traps to minimise additional trimming.

This new addition to the Allen range has hydraulic raising and lowering of cylinders, six bladed 8” diameter cylinders running on adjustable Timken bearings and joins the highly successful National 68” and 84” triple mowers already established in the U.K. market place.

The price of the Allen National PTO Gang Mower is £3995.00 + VAT.

“TACIT” MANUFACTURERS
RUGBY, ENGLAND
TEL: (0788) 832166

Make your course more attractive with the new “Players” Bunker Rake from TACIT.
A bracket attached to the vandal proof shaft keeps the handle above the wet sand or grass.
Selected for use at St. Pierre and The Belfry.

“It stands above the rest.”
ROUGH CUT ROTARY SAVES STRIMMING TIME

Trees, trees hundreds of trees! Just the thing to enhance a Golf Course. Many golfers would argue there is no finer sight than a tree lined fairway, all very well for the player but what about the greenkeeping staff. There is no doubt that trees do present problems for greens staff as well as the occasional wayward drive. Not any more though, the new HMR from TORO has the ability to leave uncut circles as small as 8" diameter.

Don Major, Head Greenkeeper of Bletchworth Park Private Golf Club has purchased an HMR 1600 with 52" cutting width. In his opinion “Its time saving abilities are immense, the HMR will save hours usually spent operating strimmers. We can use the machine around 200 or so trees on our course and on numerous pathways.”

The HMR has two cutting widths; 112cm (44") and 132cm (52"). Separate gearboxes drive the rear wheels independently so that drive can be cut off from the inside rear wheel when turning sharply. This prevents scuffing or marking the turf and because speed is automatically reduced on sharp corners the operator can cut to edges more easily.

The HMR 1600 is highly versatile with excellent stability on hills. Cutting heights are adjustable from 37.5 to 112.5mm.
...throw cold water on even the best ideas

For the brightest ideas in irrigation, no-one can outmatch Turf Irrigation and TORO.

With reliable TORO sprinklers and a new generation of solid-state auto control systems the greenkeeper now has the freedom to use irrigation to the best advantage.

Developed for parks and golf courses the SC3000 is one of the most versatile system controllers, giving finite control of up to 400 sprinklers in 4 zones. Each zone can be separately programmed to suit local ground conditions, and the whole system can be operated on a 14 day programme, with auto rain cut off and manual override providing essential flexibility.

Turf Irrigation Services are the leading suppliers of the advanced TORO range and have extensive expertise gained in applications throughout the UK, and overseas. If you could use a little of that know-how, all you need do is call.

Turf Irrigation Services Limited,
Betchton, Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 0TS.
Tel: 04775-255 & 256. Telex: 367122 TIS G.
WEATHER MATIC LAUNCH NEW WATER CONTROL SYSTEM

Weather-matic has introduced an affordable and versatile irrigation water management system designed specifically for golf courses.

The new Command Satellite system features MK12C Command units and MK12S Satellite units. The communications link requires only 24 V.A.C. with 2 wires common from each Command to all associated Satellites.

The Symflex System also features a pump interrupter circuit which provides remote sensing of mainline pressure and flow to assist in pump protection; a system shut-down alert circuit to prevent pressure surge damage caused by rapid valve closure; and a remote sensor circuit to monitor special water management conditions such as wind, rain, soil moisture and temperature.

KUBOTA ENGINE FOR MALLARD TRUCK

A new Kubota air-cooled diesel engine has been chosen to power a new British built all-terrain light truck. The engine has a remarkably low fuel consumption, using some 40 per cent less per hour than an air-cooled petrol engine of the same power, and is much quieter. Until now all Mallard designs have had front-mounted engines located between the seats for the driver and his mate, but truck designer David Brown was searching for an engine which would be compact enough to fit under the load body of his new Mallard Mark V so as to give less noise for crew and bystanders alike.

David Brown said, “Our Mallard Trucks are produced as true multi-purpose vehicles and can have 3 point hydraulic linkages fitted at front and rear to carry a wide range of equipment - so the engine has to be able to drive an hydraulic services pump as well as deliver sufficient power to the rear wheels. The OC 60 does this comfortably, it just 'sets its teeth' into the load and keeps going”.

GOLF COURSE EUROPE 1989:
On 4, 5 and 6 October 1989 a new trade exhibition will take place in the Rhein/Main Halls in Wiesbaden, West Germany: Golf Course Europe '89, also known as G.C.E. Golf Course Europe is the only European Exhibition and conference to specialise on the viability research, the design, construction and maintenance of golf courses and on golf club management.

G.C.E will be the central marketplace for anyone involved in the rapidly expanding market of golf courses in Europe. In the next decade between a 1000 and 2000 new golf courses will be added to the existing 4500, while the number of golfers is expected to triple.

Because of the mid 70's recession many golf projects ran into serious financial difficulties. The main causes of failure were mismanagement and inadequate research into a project's economic viability.

The range of expertise required in a large golf estate project is formidable. Many disciplines are involved in building a golf course. This is why at the GCE '89 conference a large number of topics will be addressed by more than 25 speakers from various countries.

The exhibition will be visited by exhibitors from all over the world. There will be between a 100 - 150 exhibitors, mainly from Europe and the USA. They will exhibit all products and services needed to plan, design, construct and maintain a golf course. The visitors of GCE '89 will find the latest developments in irrigation techniques, drainage systems turf care, mowers, equipment and many other products. The exhibition is only for visitors who professionally deal with golf courses.

TERRA-TIRES

As sole UK distributor for Goodyear Terra-Tires, Undergear carry the complete range of sizes and types, including built-up tyre and wheel units for LGP conversions.

SEE YOU AT THE I.O.G. SHOW ON STAND 119 & 20

Telephone: 021-553 1606 Telex: 336584 Fax: 021-553 1307

THE ONLY BIG IMPRESSION WE WANT TO MAKE IS ON YOU!

GOLF TYRES

Exclusive golf-pattern tyres available to fit any tractor front or rear.

BLACK LAKE WORKS, WEST BROMWICH, WEST MIDLANDS B70 0PD.
OBITUARY

Mr William H. Bowles, BEM, Founder and President of the Institute of Groundsmanship

William 'Bill' Bowles, Founder and President of the Institute of Groundsmanship, died at Wexham Park Hospital, Slough, after a short illness, on Wednesday, 19th July 1989, at the age of 89.

Bill Bowles founded the National Association of Groundsmen in 1934 whilst working as Head Groundsman to Westminster Bank College on his appointment as Head Groundsman and retired in 1985, after having served 72 years as a turf care expert of great repute. In 1947 Bill was invited to serve on the National Playing Fields Association's prestigious Ground and Layout Committee. He has given talks and practical demonstrations at the request of the MCC, with the aim of improving the standard of wickets generally and in all his working life never declared a pitch out-of-play due to inclement weather. An acknowledged expert in turf culture, Bill's expertise is known throughout the world and is best summed up in an extract from an article in the Eton College Chronicle, printed when Bill retired in 1985 aged 85 "Despite his eminence in the profession, he always put Eton first - no man in the history of Eton College can have given longer or more devoted service than Bill Bowles. We may be sure that if he ever dies... that W. G. Grace himself will at once appoint him Head Groundsman of the Elysian Fields."

This sentiment is carried through in the work Bill has tirelessly carried out for the Institute of Groundsmanship. His aims to bring groundsman together, give opportunities for training, hold examinations and courses, raise standards of sportsground maintenance and to improve the status of groundsmen and the profession have all been achieved and the Institute will carry on his good work. The sell-out of this year's annual IOG Sports & Leisure World Trade Exhibition to be held at Windsor Racecourse in September with 450 exhibitors is fitting tribute to his memory.

Bill Bowles was an extremely popular, highly respected and much loved figure. His contribution at local, regional, national and international level, his vast experience and wonderful personality will be sadly missed by the entire turf care and leisure industry.

Deepest sympathy and condolences are conveyed to all of Bill's family.

4 WHEEL DRIVE FOR JACOBSEN FAIRWAY MOWER

The Jacobsen LF-100 5 gang fairway mower is now available with four wheel drive. This option allows the LF-100 to climb hills without damage to the turf caused by wheel spin and slippage. At the touch of a knob, the operator can go from two wheel drive to four wheel drive and back, without stopping.

FIRST GOLF COURSE FOR POLAND

(A Golf Course - Exclusive)

An 18 hole golf course with a driving range is to be built in the grounds of a luxury hotel, converted from an Old Bishop's Castle at Pultusk, a medieval town some 60km north east of Warsaw.

The project has reached the design stage to plans drawn up by the Swedish architect, Jan Sederholm who has been responsible for a number of golf courses in Scandanavia. It is understood that the finance is to be provided by a group from Sweden with Polish connections backed by a Polish Government Agency, to cultivate links with those of Polish origins, but living abroad.

The hotel with a recreational complex opened last month, the course will follow, constructed by a local civil engineering firm under the management of Richard Gacke, a Pole who has worked in Nigeria for 15 years, where he acquired his golfing interest as a member of the Ikoyi Club in Lagos.

Richard confesses to be a "lousy" golfer, but says that he is keen and does at least know something about the game! Once the course is finished, there is an option to build a further 9 holes. It seems there is an immediate demand for at least 20 golf courses in Poland just to cater for the tourists who take their clubs to West Berlin and Vienna and then move on into Poland to continue their holiday. That takes no account of the local population, who are at present unable to take up the game.

Estimates point to over 40,000 people willing to join a club in Stockholm, many quite prepared to join the new club at Pultusk and fly in to stay at the hotel. In fact the Swedish partner has already reserved a number of membership cards and when ready, the course will also be available to hotel guests.

Once constructed, Richard Gacke will take over as Course Manager and will then be faced with the task of training a greenkeeping crew. Purchasing the right equipment for course maintenance is likely to be a major problem as there is nothing of suitable manufacture in Poland.

However as one of the current subscribers to 'the Golf Course', he is sure to pick up a great deal of the information he requires.

ICl DONATION TO AQUATIC WEEDS RESEARCH UNIT

HRH The Duke of Gloucester has received a cheque on behalf of the Aquatic Weeds Research Unit for 1318 from ICI Professional Products. The cheque, presented by Patrick Goldsworthy was a donation based on the sales of the ICI publication 'Aquatic Plants - A Guide to Recognition' by David Spencer-Jones and Max Wade.

The book is still available at a cost of £7.50 inc p&p from Borrcombe Printers Ltd., Publications Department, Unit 6, Budds Lane, Romsey, Hampshire, SO51 OHA.
Jim Arthur extolls its virtues but warns it is not the complete answer to compaction

THE Vertidrain, invented by the de Ridders in the Netherlands specifically to emulate the old raise forking technique — insert and prise back, which was used on golf greens at my instigation on Dutch courses, proved very difficult to introduce into Britain but thanks to the efforts of a few enthusiastic contractors in the early eighties — and it really is a contractors' weapon unless more than 18 holes are involved, it has been regarded as the answer to all compaction problems.

Of course, it is not! Only where there is a permeable situation, within the reach of the tines will it improve drainage and persistent use on wet sticky clays aggravates problems, as has been discovered on some poorly drained football pitches.

Timing is also vital if disturbance is not to be intolerable. This naturally does not just mean avoiding Vertidraining a few days before Captain's day, but primarily choosing a time when surfaces are firm enough to avoid wheel marking and subsurfaces dry enough to be friable and so break up on lifting. The use of flotation tyres initially eliminates wheel tracking even (or especially) with the larger models.

Depth is as vital as lifting. There is no point in Vertidraining 6" deep with no lift we have cheaper machines with less potential for disturbance. It is vital to go down to the drier less compacted areas and to penetrate any pan formation.

Closer spacing avoids the rippled effect and this means slower operating speeds. Since the whole green (or tee) is lifted, hopefully uniformly, some settlement is inevitable.

Many greenkeepers have found it saves many grumbles to run a hand machine over the greens immediately afterwards, with the reel set up and
the box weighted with sand bags. It is definitely a very bad idea to sand greens after Vertidraining. If it is desired to keep the holes open to provide a pattern of vertical drains, then use clean uniform 4mm screened 'gravel' screenings from sand quarries. It is available! This either goes down the holes or is swept off. The sand layers, even under dry conditions and we do not want to resurrect the heresy of shallow tining and massive sand dressings, causing severe root breaks and layering and reduced drought resistance and in consequence gross over watering.

Above all, if in doubt leave the holes open. Only if the weather is suitable and there is still growth to absorb it use the normal (mid season) top dressing. Many a greenkeeper has suffered from listening to members moans and going out on a wet winter's day with a Cushman fully laden with sand, putting almost ineradicable deep tracks across all the greens as well as smearing greens.

Timing is therefore vital and in consequence early booking with Contractors, who naturally want to spread their contract season. I would rather see greens Vertidrained in July and August than in November, but the weather is the final arbiter.

Above: Weather is the final arbiter as damage can occur, but this is unlikely with an operator with proven experience.

Left: The forks enter the greens surface and then whilst under ground move laterally.

Vertidrain only where there is a drained or potentially drainable layer below, though this can include uncompacted dry friable clay! Vertidrain only under suitable 'soil' conditions, which includes weather! Vertidraining must be backed up by regular aeration, deeper in winter but frequent in the growing season (to encourage penetration of rain and irrigation).

Do not fall into the trap of thinking that this is the solution to all problems it isn't, but it is a very valuable weapon and greenkeeping owes the de Ridders a vast debt of gratitude.
The grand National.

The Allen National 68 has got what you can’t see – reliability. Specifically designed for tough, no-nonsense, low cost mowing, hour after hour, day after day, by golf clubs, local authorities and contractors, the tried and trusted National formula of sophisticated simplicity, functional quality performance and durability, makes the choice of the professional clear – Allen National.

Send today for full colour leaflet and nearest stockist.

- Full 68in. width of cut
- Bank mowing a speciality
- Cuts over 2 acres per hour!

Allen Power Equipment Limited, The Broadway, Didcot, Oxfordshire OX11 8ES Telephone Didcot (0235) 813936

To Allen Power Equipment Ltd, The Broadway, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 8ES.

Please send me your full colour brochure on the Allen National 68 Triple Mower.

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________ Telephone ____________________________

Tick if you would like a demonstration [ ]

Make sure your club receives a copy of

the Golf Course

get them to subscribe today

Europe's leading publication on golf course management and development.

Name: ____________________________ Golf Club: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________ Postcode ____________________________

We enclose our cheque for £24 (UK) £35 (overseas)

Return to: the Golf Course Circulation Dept., 129a High Street, Dovercourt, Harwich, Essex. CO12 3AX 0255 507526
ROUND UP AT TROON

New Zealand Greenkeeper

Course management at Royal Troon had an international flavour this year with a twenty-three year old New Zealand greenkeeper as the team's twelve man for the preparation of the Ayrshire course for the 118th Open Championship.

Last year Morgan Henton, from Hamilton on the North Island, did a six month stint at Muirfield and expressing interest to become involved with an Open Championship came to an arrangement between the two Scottish clubs to join Norman Fergusson's staff.

He returned home for three months at the back end of last year and arrived back in Scotland with his wife at the beginning of the season.

Accommodation was impossible to find in Troon on a greenkeeper's wage so they moved down the coast to Ayr travelling in six miles each day on the bus, Morgan to the course and his wife to her job in the nearby Marine Hotel, so both were close to the action.

Talking to Morgan in the greenkeeper's sheds during his lunch break, he told me that New Zealand almost rivals Ireland in the number of courses per head of population. Every town has a golf course. His home town, Hamilton with around 100,000 people has five. There are no links type course, most are parkland based on the American design, with bent and fescue greens and some penncross, though they also have their fair share of poa.

Training for greenstaff is a mixture of the British and American style. They serve an apprenticeship of 4,000 hours, combined with a correspondence course and block release at a technical college, extending over three years. Each year the student has to sit two exams and pass before moving on to the next stage. The final examination will provide the trainee with a Trade Certificate in Golf Course Greenkeeping.

If successful there is the opportunity to study for an advanced course to qualify for a Diploma in Turf Culture.

Morgan said he started as an appren-
tice and when he left Hamilton Golf Club after four and half years at the course, he had obtained both his Trade Certificate and his Diploma.

He intends stopping on at Royal Troon for a few months after the Open Championship and then continue his working holiday in Britain until the end of the year, perhaps breaking his journey in New York where he spent a couple of weeks last year with an American Golf Course Superintendent.

For recreation he plays a little golf over the Royal Troon links and the adjacent Portland course. "Its mainly in the evening", he added, "keeping well clear of the members".

This young man is typical of the younger breed of greenkeeper now coming into course management. Ambitious, realising the advantages of world wide travel, he knows his experience in Scotland will pay handsome dividends when the time comes to settle back in his home country.

Another recruit to 'Arnie's Army'

A lonely figure walking up the par five 16th carrying a single wood was recognised immediately as Arnold Palmer on his way to find a wayward shot.

As he passed a middle aged lady leaning against the fence, Arnold smiled, raised his hand to his forehead and said "Good Afternoon".

She looked in stunned silence for a second or two, then rushed across to her husband and said "He spoke to me - he actually spoke to me - Arnold Palmer said good afternoon!"

Arnold has made a great many people happy over four decades of competition. He has just added another fan for life.

Smoothing the sand in the dunes

Greenkeepers from all parts of the country came to Royal Troon to assist with bunker raking. This year, on the drought stricken Ayrshire course their duties were totally confined to smoothing the sand, unlike last year at Royal Lytham when it was all hands to the pump to make the course playable, following hours of torrential rain.

It was so dry, at Troon the wispy rough was like a tinder box and it was inev-
itable someone would drop a lighted cigarette into the dead grass and start a fire.

When it happened at the Prestwick end of the course, spectators were quickly evacuated and the fire brigade were on the scene within minutes to bring the blaze under control.

Cheers!

Events such as the Open Championship always produce a captive gathering of people with money in their pockets. Hand in hand there are those with the sole objective of getting it out.

Although one can understand the necessity of covering the cost of the stand rents charged by the R & A, the prices demanded by some of the food and drink suppliers were quite ob-
scene.

No names, but the two organisations to whom we will raise our glass in a grateful toast are the Golf Club Stew-
ards Association for their friendly welcome and bar prices equal to those charged in most clubs.

Coupled with those thanks is one to the members and committee of Royal Troon who also dispensed hospitality, without inflation, in the club bar.

"Gentlemen, in every sense of the word - Your good health".

J.E.L.
Inter Seeds extensive PRO range of GRASS SEED MIXTURES provides for all situations and includes:

- Lisabelle
- Lisuna
- Lilotta
- Limage
  (Perennial Ryegrasses)
- Lifalla
- Lirouge
- Liprosa
  (Chewings Fescues)
  (Slender Creeping Red Fescue)

Nine choices in the PRO-FLORA range of WILD FLOWER CONSERVATION MIXTURES.

A comprehensive selection in the PRO range of TREE AND SHRUB SEEDS

Extensive range of PRO-FERT FERTILISERS

A new range of associated products complement our service and include:
GREENFIX COVAMAT biodegradable erosion control matting and TOPTREE organic tree and shrub planting medium.

Why not contact us now for our 1989 brochure.

...and link up with the professionals.

THE PROFESSIONAL RANGE OF

AMENITY GRASSES

WILD FLORA, TREE AND SHRUB SEEDS AND FERTILISERS.

INTER SEEDS LIMITED

Southern Avenue Industrial Estate, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 0QF
Tel. Leominster (0568) 6363 Telex 35307 INTERS-G Fax. (0568) 611344

FENDRESS®

THE TRULY NATIONAL TURF TOP DRESSING AS SUPPLIED TO MANY CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES FOR OVER 10 YEARS

A superior and consistent golf green top dressing prepared for the professional using the highest quality East Anglian fensoils (with very low clay and silt fractions) which are blended with lime free silica sand, shredded and screened, ready for immediate application.

Save capital outlay on expensive equipment, which can stand idle for long periods, also labour costs, but most important of all, save the difficulty of finding suitable raw materials which are essential to produce a high quality top dressing.

Bulk deliveries to all parts of the UK, including Northern Ireland in 10-25 tonne loads. Also pre-packs for easy handling. Special mixes prepared to your own specification.

Remember, there is only one true FENDRESS®. Beware of imitations.

Also available, granulated Sedge Peat (Fenpeat), screened loam, specialist yellow or white bunker sands, grit/dried sand for vertidraining.

AGRIPOWER LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN
SPORTS TURF DRAINAGE AND CONSTRUCTION

- VERTIDRAINING
- SAND SLITTING
- SAND GROOVING
- OVERSEEDING
  ETC

GREAT MISSENDEN, Bucks
(02406) 6776